Answers To The Odyssey Questions
odyssey test answer section - 67udents should single out two or three episodes from the odyssey as most
appropriate for filming, and explain why these would be effective in a film. for example, they might point out
that the cyclops episode is exciting and suspenseful, and it displays odysseus’ cleverness and ability to
survive. by homerby homer - ms. keeler's haunt - odyssey study packet goal: to read and study the epic
tale of odysseus; to understand the epic poem and how it relates to our lives. purpose: to reflect on the
odyssey and guide you through your reading. you are responsible for the information assigned. all notes and
reading may be on the test. name: class period: date: the odyssey unit test - name: class period: date:
the odyssey unit test multiple choice (2 points each) please answer on loose leaf. identify the letter of the
choice that best completes the statement or answers the question. critical reading ____ 1. part 1 of the
odyssey is mainly about odysseus’ a. influence with the gods. c. heroic deeds. b. love of travel. d. odyssey kelly arnold, english teacher - odyssey . unit test . a. part i: matching . directions: match the following
characters to the correct description. (2 pts each) 1. ____odysseus a. wife of odysseus and mother of
telemachus 2. ____telemachus b. god of the sea who is also odysseus’s enemy 3. ____cyclops c. the first person
telemachus visits to ask about his fathe. r 4. odyssey part 2 questions answers - kids.jdrf - odyssey part 2
questions answers released on october 27, 2017. it is the eighteenth title in the super mario series and the
sixth 3d mario title on a home console after the odyssey by homer study guide questions in ... mythweb - the odyssey by homer study guide questions when you get to the website listed on ms. sparks
webpage, you will need to answer the questions after you read each section. write the answers in complete
sentences on separate pieces of paper and put appropriate headings for each section. do not write on the back
of your papers, please! background: 1. study guide - wappingersschools - the odyssey study guide: guided
reading questions ms. salona page 5 of 28 and agamemnon and divided the achaeans/greeks into two camps;
those under command of menelaus left, while the latter stayed. odysseus left, but he and his crew soon
returned to please agamemnon. nestor and his crew made it back home, as did a few other groups, but many
... unit: the odyssey - louisiana believes - this unit builds on student knowledge of the quest. students
come to understand how great literature reflects life, and how in any journey (be it physical or metaphysical)
patience is important the odyssey - longbranch.k12.nj - odyssey, are elaborated in later classical literature.
according to legend, the trojan war began after paris, a trojan prince, kidnapped the beautiful helen from her
husband, menelaus (mdnqe-lapes), the king of sparta. menelaus recruited kings and soldiers from all over
exam: the odyssey, homer 1 - paso robles high school - exam: the odyssey, homer page 1
comprehension darken the letter on your answer sheet of the best answer to the following. 1. odysseus’s
encounter with the cicones after the greeks leave troy indicates that the greeks— a. seem to be victims
everywhere they go the iliad, the odyssey, - kyrene school district - the iliad, the odyssey, and the
aeneid—which work their way into so many aspects of our culture today. invite your class to discuss aeneas’s
position as an immigrant displaced by war, and see if students can make the connection to current events. let
that student who can’t sit still choose his favorite part to the odyssey - puzzle pack - sampler pdf odyssey magic squares 1 match the definition with the vocabulary word. put your answers in the magic
squares below. when your answers are correct, all columns and rows will add to the same “the cyclops”
from the odyssey - home - buckeye valley - the odyssey is the story of the attempt of a greek soldier,
odysseus, to return to his home following the trojan war. an epic, the odyssey is composed of many different
stories, or episodes, in which the hero, odysseus, faces all sorts of challenges. in this adventure, odysseus
describes his encounter with the odyssey study guide books 1-8 - whitefish bay - at the end of the
odyssey for the final homework assignment, you can use an online tool to chart the hero’s journey for
odysseus. the link is posted on my web site and pasted below: ... microsoft word - odyssey study guide books
1-8cx ...
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